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On 20th May 2022, from 6 p.m. at 10 Artisti Street, Turin, at 
davidepaludetto|artecontemporanea gallery, opens AIR - Come il sole la 
sfera (AIR - Like the Sun the Sphere).  
An impressive work of scenic reconstruction in the exhibition area at 10 
Artisti Street recreates a kind of au reverse landscape, a solemn forest 
of painting fragments, where bleachers, backstage and stage are suspended 
and without a role, in a continuous present that reveals no apparent 
motion. 
The instinctive desire to understand the source, from which this all 
seems to radiate, puts the viewer to the very meaning of the title and to 
a representation of space that cannot be measured. 
Sphere without beginning and without end, object that "cannot fall," 
without head nor weight, acephalous and polymorphous redefinition of the 
meaning of celestial body as an engine of inferences. "In the motion from 
fragmentation to corpus, the differences between the surfaces that 
clarify and the accumulations that - by definition - conceal, cover and 
generate are revealed" (cit. Painting Environment I, 2021). 
In the constant dialectic between public and private, colossal and 
intimate, that runs through all of Idem Studio's works, and particularly 
those in the series AIR, Come il sole la sfera (AIR, Like the Sun the 
Sphere) it takes on the task of speaking to the individual in a language 
that openly confronts itself with the dimension of the monument and 
becomes political without openly desiring it. Up-close, singular and 
strictly personal experience: the only one possible. 
An internal generating force pushes the fragments of its rays far away, 
to settle dunes, escapes, fragments - "confetti" - ever-changing surface 
expressions and peripheral vision generated by intricate, magnetic, 
invisible subtexts. A confidential catalog of variations on the theme and 
an open field where signs aspire to mean nothing, in a tension to shake 
off the analog chains, obviously without success. 
But judging by the comments-"it looks like a wheat field"-that the recent 
photo that has been circulating on the web for a few days is receiving, 
neither does the Sun.  
The exhibition, curated by Fabio Vito Lacertosa, with whom the group has 
been collaborating since 2017, will be opened until 30th June 2022. 
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IDEM Studio was founded in 2017 by sharing the research of the three 
artists Ruggero Baragliu, Samuele Pigliapochi and Angelo Spatola, for the 
purpose of connecting their experimental paths to reach a common critical 
vision about the contemporary image, encouraging the inevitable 
relationships that are created in a collaborative dimension of 
contamination. The IDEM Studio project maintains the cohesion generated 
by the three artists who from time to time, retaining the basic training, 
confront themselves with personalities and external contents, seeking 
continuous dialogues capable of transforming the path of the collective 
and returning its results to the territory. 

Exhibitions: 

The Others Art Fair 
4/5/6/7 Novembre 2021 
IDEM Studio / MANCASPAZIO 
Pittura Ambiente I 
24/10/2021 – 28/11/2021 
AIR – IDEM studio 
Installazione ambientale presso il castello di Rivara (TO) 
Edenidem 
02/07/2021 
IDEM Studio,Torino 
CORONISME (Sun Of A Beach.6 – Remix) 2020 
28/08/2020 
IDEM Studio / Denis Brun 
Nel contesto di progetto TRASLOCO, curato d NESXT 
in concomitanza con Manifesta Biennial all’interno del circuito 
PAC/Provence Art Contemporain 12e Printemps de l’art 
contemporain : la saison dure Atelier Denis Brun, Marsiglia 
Una vertebra della mia schiena, 2020 
19/08/2020  
Mancaspazio, Nuoro 
Suonare ti tocca, 2020 
18/08/2020 
Performance in apertura del concerto del Paolo Fresu Quintet a 
Nuoro in collaborazione con Galleria Mancaspazio e Nuoro Jazz 
Festival, Giardino della Biblioteca “S. Satta”, Nuoro 
Pastiche 
06/03/2020 
Spazio E_EmmE, Cagliari  
Elogio della fragilità 
01/11/2019 
Docks Dora c/o Mercante di Nuvole, Torino 
Triplette 
29/10/2019 
IDEM Studio,Torino 

Quand’è notte la sera 
12/10/2019 
Galleria Alessio Moitre, Torino 

https://www.facebook.com/manifestabiennial/?__cft__%5B0%5D=AZWmtqJcTX6mOhOYwuqMWtThiAoirmfszp3zpMGiWPvDIpLZMjgIDD01WMhXEBv8a5gB7BECAn8mNUKCxQTETFUw5ztEN9dYRbBaYlktw9SyjOaOkVSoMx33fnbYqR8kRDuu1gmX1sdLZ7TDRwjJiE3eZ_Rk7p22Prs7GhMbdaWGcQ&__tn__=kK-R
https://www.facebook.com/provenceartcontemporain/?__cft__%5B0%5D=AZWmtqJcTX6mOhOYwuqMWtThiAoirmfszp3zpMGiWPvDIpLZMjgIDD01WMhXEBv8a5gB7BECAn8mNUKCxQTETFUw5ztEN9dYRbBaYlktw9SyjOaOkVSoMx33fnbYqR8kRDuu1gmX1sdLZ7TDRwjJiE3eZ_Rk7p22Prs7GhMbdaWGcQ&__tn__=kK-R


Quelli belli come noi. Manifesto | Iconografie dell’indipendenza 
29/06/2019  
IDEM Studio, Torino 
Manifesto | Iconografie dell’indipendenza 
Un progetto di NESXT, in collaborazione con Spazio Y, prodotto da 
Mercato Centrale Torino, partner Salone Internazionale del Libro e 
MACRO – Museo d’Arte Contemporanea Roma 
Tarapìa Tapiòco 
01/03/2019 
IDEM Studio,Torino 
Senza titolo, 2018 
14/12/2018 
Installazione site specific “Collettiva Lacerto” 
Galleria Alessio Moitre, Torino 
Aria Condizionata 
30/10/2018 
IDEM Studio,Torino 
Acqua, Fuoco, Fuochissimo 
24/03/2018 
Installazione permanente presso ViadellaFucina16 condominio museo, 
Torino 
Contiene Aromi Naturali 
17/03/2018  
IDEM Studio,Torino 
Overload 
04/11/2017 
IDEM Studio,Torino 
After School 
22/09/2017 
IDEM Studio,Torino 
 

  

20.05.2022 - 30.06.2022 
orari: 15.00 - 19.00 

dal martedì al sabato 
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